Enjoy the Summer Riding

Welcome from ChainLinkEd
MAGAZINE OF
BRISTOL ADVANCED
MOTORCYCLISTS

This edition is packed full of ride write ups, including our Super
Sunday ride outs for members.
I have included a ride write up from Steve Godfrey. A first
account Associate ride he did last September.
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PUBLICATION. THIS EXTENDS TO THE LETTERS
SUBMITTED BY READERS.
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OUTS

Visit us
Bristol Advanced
Motorcyclists website
www.bamo.org.uk
BAM Social Media

Thank you for those who volunteer to write up the ride out
reports. It’s what keeps the magazine interesting as well as
reading other riders accounts of the BAM ride outs, be they
Associate of Full Member. It’s bamper full of them.
Steve Godfrey will be assisting me in the production of the
Chain Link going forward. Steve will be providing his IT know
how and we’ll be looking at blogs and video content for the
electronic versions of your Magazine.
Remember the content and popularity of the Chain Link is with
all you BAM members and I look forward to your write ups no
matter what they are.
With the great weather comes great ride outs so enjoy but
most of all be safe.
Keep your motor running,
Tony – Chain Link Editor
editor@bam-members.org.uk

Registered Charity No. 1118230
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Timmy’s Twaddle
For those that are unaware the recent AGM in
March has seen the committee expand now to 17,
lots of great ideas are being thrown around, such as
the re-introduction of evening ride during the
summer months, Group ride on most Super
Sunday’s. So, lots planned to keep members busy
during the summer month.
It not just the activities that members of the
committee are working on, but we are looking at a re-branding exercise, re formatting
the database along with using social media more effectively to convey information. Now
I’m not suggesting that we see everything through the screen of an iPhone, like my
daughter presently does. Other phones are available, by the way.
But as technology progresses, so does methods of communication,
gone are the days of the Telex machine sat in the in the corner of the
office.
At BAM we are trying to embrace such changes and roll with the time.
We have recently set up various WhatsApp groups, along with face book pages. We are
even gone electronic with the Chain-link, which I know is not to everyone’s liking. But the
cost savings are significant to the group.
WhatsApp is also not to everyone’s liking, so we are exploring rolling out during June and
August another method/portal of conveying information called Slack, the committee
have been trialling it for a couple of months and it has some great advantages such as it
is a one stop shop for the following info:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Group Rides
Evening rides
Individual rides
Super Sunday info
Item for sale anything bike related

With various methods of communication at our figure tips please can I ask that these
platforms are solely used for conveying positive information, and not to air
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any grievances. We are all volunteers at the end of the day. We all here for the good of
the group. We will therefore, be rolling out an acceptable usage policy on social media
policy in line with the IAM Hand book, where;
The group committee may expel a group full member, associate member, honorary
member or group friend from membership of the local group for inappropriate conduct or
conduct inconsistent with the aims and objectives of IAM RoadSmart and / or the local
group. Please refer to the IAM Handbook for more info.
So, if you do have any complaints or grievances of any nature then please refrain from
using such channels to air any grievances. There is a set complaints procedure that can
be followed, or alternatively please contact either Alan the Membership Secretary, or
Heidi the Membership Liaison officer. Details of both are at the back of the chain link.
Enjoy the Summer.

Tim Wrighton
Chair
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The first Sunday of every month, except January, a wide variety of bikes and bikers meet
up in King’s Oak Academy, Kingswood, all with the same intent – to get the most from their
biking.
There are the first timers who
come along to go out on an
assessed ride. This is free and
carried out by a team of trained
volunteer observers. This is a great
way to find out if you could get
more from your riding by signing
up to complete the IAM
RoadSmart
Advanced
Rider
course. This course will improve
your biking skills and the safety of
you and other road users.
Once you have enrolled, you are known as an Associate. Associates are allocated an
Observer to take them through their training, additionally at Super Sundays all Associates
will get the chance to meet the Examiner, attend a class room session on bike techniques
or ride with a different Observer for a cross check of your progress. The last Super Sunday
you need to attend is when you get presented with your IAM RoadSmart Certificate!
But this is just the beginning, Bristol
Advanced Motorcyclists is a club with
an active calendar of social events,
talks, ride outs and trips away. It is
also the route for further training if
you’d like to learn how to pass on your
newly acquired skills to others.

Who?
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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Whether you want an assessed ride, a refresher ride for current members, or just to meet
up with friends, then:
•
•
•
•

Arrive between 9-9.15am and register your name first, ready for a 9.30am start
Grab a bacon butty and/or a cup of tea
Get allocated an Observer for your assessed ride and off you go
Previously enrolled Associates to attend the “Meet the Examiner” or the theory
session before you set off on your observed ride.

Where?
King’s Oak Academy, Brook Road, (off Tennis Court Road), Warmley, Bristol BS15 4JT

When?
Every 1st Sunday of the month (except January)
How much?
It’s FREE on your first visit to a Super Sunday event. The IAM RoadSmart Advanced Rider
course costs £149. There are offers available for individuals under 30 - sponsored by South
Gloucestershire Road Safety
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John Crawford Memorial Ride 23rd March 2019 Brislington to Stourhead
We've all heard of the phrase " a game of two halves” For those who regularly
watch football it is often a cliché used by the commenters to illustrate one team
played better in one half of the game. Take the recent England verses Wales
Rugby game for instance
With 67 people expected to turn out on John Crawford's memorial ride, we had to
adopt a "ride of two halves", with staggered setting off times. With the first 30
that turned up on the Sunday being directed to the small overflow car park and
the rest into the main part. Geoff as the organiser of the event and as Vice Chair
agreed to take the second group, I as Chair and original ride leader would take the
first ride. A good turnout was always going to be expected, and in fact a
contingency plan had already been put in place, by recceing the ride again this
time with Geoff the weekend before just in case we had to split the ride. Which
also gave Geoff the opportunity to organise our own parking area at the venue.
The day started slightly chilly (about 4 degrees) but the forecast was good. Having
the heated grips on, I left home early planning on getting to the set off point for 8
a.m., I pulled up behind Billy at the Hicks gate roundabout and arrived at
MacDonald's to find Geoff already there. A steady flow of bike then proceeded to
turn up, by 8:30 there was enough to get one group off and running ( or should I
say riding), so pre-ride brief started at 8:45 and 28 bikes then left at 9am prompt.
We had the honour of John's son James, joining us on the ride and he was part of
the first group to leave. Johns wife and Daughter also came to give us all a wave
off.
The route was a little convoluted, but as all I could remember from being on a
previous ride of John's was the Mendip tower, Shepton Mallet, and Bruton. I
decided to join them all together and include a favourite corner of mine, which is
on the Old Bristol road just after Stockhill Wood
We arrived at Stourhead at 10:40, to our own designated bike parking area, with
everyone in tow, so it was great that we hadn't lost anyone (except for two who
had stopped off for fuel and arrived before us). However, we did end up with one
extra, as Carrenza had joined us back at the Keynsham bypass.
Having taken the same route the Second Group led by Geoff arrived at Stourhead
about 11:20am, after leaving Brislington at 9:30am
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At 11:30 Group 1 all regrouped ready for the return Journey. A number of
members had decided to either stay for a bit longer or make their own way back.
So with a slight smaller group we start making the way back, using slightly
different roads from Bruton to Shepton Mallet and Shepton Mallet back to the
lakes. Finishing up just after 1pm at Waitrose car park, near Keynsham. Which was
slightly later than expected, but unfortunately roadworks had popped up on
the A37 and A39/B3116 Slow down proceedings a bit. Both sets of roadworks
were non- existent the week before.
Having taken a slightly different route back, Geoff's pack started arriving at Waitrose
about 25 mins later.
There was a unprecedented turn out. Thanks to everyone that came on my ride, as we
didn't lose anyone on such a route shows testament to everyone's junction marking
skills. Thanks to Billy for being Tail End Charlie who looked quite stylish with his pink bib
on. In addition, thanks for everyone that turned up and your generosity. The event raised
a fantastic £610.00 for Freewheelers which was John's chosen charity.
Well done for Geoff who came up with the initial suggestion and organised the event.
Thanks also to Jenny for being Tail End Charlie on Geoff ride
Tim Wrighton
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Memorial Ride Donation – 2 June 2019
At the 2 June Super Sunday event. Bristol Advanced Motorcyclist proudly handed over a
cheque for £610.00 to the Local Freewheeler EVS group. The money was raised via a
memorial ride earlier this Year in memory of BAM member John Crawford who Sadly
passed away late last year. Freewheelers was his nominated charity, for whom he was
also a voluntary rider for. The memorial ride took place in March, the destination
Stourhead Gardens via a very indirect route from Bristol. Stourhead was one of Johns
favourite ride destinations. Over 67 riders took apart in the morning ride. In the Photo
from left to right Johns family; Fran his Daughter & Stephanie his Wife. Steve Coombs
Member of Freewheelers and duty rider on that day. Geoff Abraham BAM Vice Chair
and who originated the idea and organise of the ride.
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BAM AGM – 13 MARCH 2019
13th of March 2019. Now seems a distance memory. The Group held its yearly AGM at
the Miners Social club.

Our president Caroline Peters kindly attended along with Shaun Cronin, Regional
Manager for the IAM.
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Proceedings started promptly with Tim Wrighton, as Interim Chair conveying a warm
welcome to Caroline, Shaun, and representatives from local groups. It was great to see
so many turn up. Probably the best attended AGM for Many years.
Points covered;
Chairman’s speech
Treasure’s speech
A year overview, which unfortunately there was a technical issue and the
presentation didn’t work.
Both Caroline Peters and Shaun Cronin made a quick speech
Unfortunately, Sue Nolan had decided earlier in the year to step down from the position
of Secretary and was present to receive an appreciation certificate from the IAM along
with a gift from the group for all her hard work over the years. Mel Rowbottom has
taken on the baton and agreed to be nominated for the position of Secretary.
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The night also saw Phil Baber standing down as green team leader, again someone that
has put a lot and time and effort ensuring him and his team make Super Sundays run so
efficiently. Phil was awarded a framed appreciation cert and a gift from the group
Other presentations where made.

Mark Gollop. Observer of the year award
Mike Watson Received the Green Team appreciation award. Presented at 7 April SS.

Mel Rowbottom flowers for her work as Treasurer
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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Some noticeable changes to the committee this year, as were successfully nominated
and seconded for the following positions;
Tim Wrighton. Chair

Geoff Abraham. Vice Chair

Stephen Thomas. Treasurer

Mel Rowbottom. Secretary

Alan Davis. Membership Secretary

Jim Caola. for Chief Observer

Pat McManus. Joint Chief observer

Mike Trembeth. PTA coordinator

Tony Batty. Chain-link editor

Heidi Limbert. Member liaison officer

Claire Holloway Green Team leader

Jenny Wills. Social Event coordinator

Nick Travis. Ride coordinator

Sue Dobson Group Development

Later appointment via Co-option by the committee. Stephen Godfrey for Social Media.
Ann Travis and Richard Bentham as event co-coordinators)
The whole AGM proceedings were wrapped up by just after 8. Followed by open buffet
and general chit chat for the remaining evening.
Thanks to all those that attended, for those that didn’t then you missed out as the
Quiche was delicious.
From a face in the crowd.
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Central Bristol Trial Riders Fellowship
Coalpit Heath Evening Social
February 13th, 2019
Our February social evening welcomed the chairman from the Central Bristol TRF (trail
riders fellowship). With more and more riders opting for the green lane riding
opportunities to increase their bike handling skills and have fun along the way too.
Checkout: https://centralbristoltrf.co.uk
Extract from their website....
It doesn’t matter what your ability is now or which type of riding you’ve done in the past
… road, racing, track-days, dual sport, trials, dirt-bike, motocross (MX), Enduro or
adventure cruising or just pottering … … If you’re looking for something different,
something special, something to remember – give the Central Bristol TRF a go!
The Central Bristol Club is a branch of the National TRF, so not only does it give you
chance to visit other areas, but they are also committed to conserving and keeping as
many local green lanes / roads open as possible.
What is a ‘Green lane’
It’s basically an un-metaled road, that is a legal byway. They are often the result of an old
road network used for horse and carts, etc but nowadays it gives you great access to
areas of the countryside you would probably never see normally.
What does it involve?
The group are holding a series of training days this year, max of 10 trainees per session
from beginners to experience with their resident ACU provisional coach Dean Allen. You
will need your own bike and kit, but they can help set up and get you underway.
Want to know more?
The club meet on the 3rd Tuesday of the month at the Novia Scotia Hotel, 1 Novia Scotia
place, Hotwells, BS1 6XJ. Or get in touch via hello@centralbristoltrf.co.uk
Oh yes – you will also need access to a bucket and sponge after any ride out as you will
no doubt get a little bit more ‘one with the environment’ than you planned ☺
Thanks for a great insight – check out the website and watch the footage on their blog as
well for a taster. If you find yourself hooked, then send in a few pictures for the next
edition of chain link.
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BAM Ride Report 30th September 2018
Trip to AV8 Cafe for Associates
This was my first group ride with BAM. There was a good description of how group rides
work and the marker system. The nine of us left BAM meeting room 1 (Longwell Green
undercover car park) with Geoff leading the ride and Heidi taking care of the ‘Tail End’.
We headed towards Chippenham on the A420, this was my first experience of the
Marker System and it worked very well. Once we reached Chippenham we headed North
on the A429 towards Malmesbury. There was a fair amount of slow-moving traffic
between Crudwell and Kemble so not much opportunity for making progress!
We arrived at the AV8 Cafe and once Geoff was happy his hair looked good we headed
into the reserved table and I tucked into a Blueberry cake and cappuccino only to realise
they make a mean looking bacon sandwich, oh well next time. I had a great chat with
two other associates Ian and Tristen, look forward to seeing you guys again at Super
Sunday.
We left AV8 bang on time and headed back to Bristol, lovely biking weather although I
did need the heated grips on as there was a chill in the air. Once we reached Tog Hill Ian
signalled Geoff to stop and it turned out one of the bikes had a loose fairing and it was
flapping around in the wind. A ‘tactical solution’ (electrical tape) was improvised and the
bike was road ready again. At this point we all headed our own ways.
I thoroughly enjoyed the ride and looking forward to the next one, when’s that Geoff?
Here are a few photos of the day.
Leaving BAM Meeting Room 1.
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Geoff suggesting a waiting point for the Marker.

Action shot of me overtaking a Tractor, typically as I got past it turned off!

Once we reached Chippenham it was my turn to be marker.
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A rather impatient van driver!

We arrived at the AV8 Cafe to our reserved table, nice. Here’s Geoff, hair looks fine :-)
There was also a Distinguished Gentleman's ride meetup here.
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My Coffee :-) and layby repairs.

Here’s a log of the journey to AV8.
Thanks to Steve Godfrey for the write up (included as first Associates write up for the
organised ride outs last year)
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March 2019 Presentations

IAM RoadSmart
MASTERS Distinction Pass
Mark Gollop presented by
Pat McManus – Deputy
Chief Observer

IAM RoadSmart
F1RST Pass
Matt Davies presented by
Richard Bentham –
Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Local Observer Pass
Darren Gilbert presented by
Jim Caola – Chief Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Rob Webb presented by
Kerry Tatlock - Observer

IAM RoadSmart
F1RST Pass
Steve Godfrey presented by
Geoff Abraham – Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Jess Wollen presented by
Mark Gollop – Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Holly Smith presented by
Jenny Wills – Observer
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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April 2019 Presentations

IAM RoadSmart
National Observer Pass
Mark Gollop presented by
Jim Caola – Chief Observer

IAM RoadSmart
MASTERS Pass
Alex McLellan presented by
Jim Caola – Chief Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Group Appreciation Cert
Mike Watson presented by
Tim Wrighton – Chair

IAM RoadSmart
F1RST Advanced Rider Pass
John-Paul Crossan
presented by Roy Demery Observer

IAM RoadSmart
F1RST Advanced Rider Pass
Paul Halford presented by
Chris Allen - Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Tim Bishop presented by
Max Beseke – Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Steve Bush presented by
Jim Caola - Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Ingrid Chauvet presented by
Nick Travis - Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Paul Cutsforth presented by
Tim Wrighton - Observer
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IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
David Lee presented by
Cameron Wills - Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Gary Lyttle presented by
Richard Holloway –
Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Ian Shore presented by
Tim Coulson – Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Richard Taplin presented by
Mike Collingwood Observer

May 2019 Presentations

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Nathan Brew presented by
Geoff Abrahams – Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Alvery Grazebrook presented by
Geoff Abrahams – Observer
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June 2018 Presentations

IAM RoadSmart
Local Observer Pass
Sam Lam presented by
Shaun Cronin – IAM
RoadSmart Regional Service
Delivery Manager

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Jerry Hancock presented by
Cameron Wills - Observer

IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Pass
Martin Rood presented by
Pat McManus on behalf of
Pete Michael – Observer

A big BAM congratulations to you all!!
Associates under 30, have an additional bonus of being eligible for a full refund, courteous
of South Gloucestershire Council Road Safety Young Rider’s scheme.
BAM’s Super Sunday event runs on the 1st Sunday of the month, and gives an excellent
platform for associates, new members and gives potential members the chance to "try
before you buy" with a free assessment.
For more information visit the BAM website www.bamo.org.uk/
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Local(ish) Upcoming Events
There are lots of events over the coming months. The following provides
a list of events that may be of interest. Some are local and others a little
further afield, but information provided for a good ride out.

Weston Bike Nights run every Thursday night from 6pm to 9pm throughout the summer,
May to September.
https://www.westonbikenight.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/36107318294/
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JULY
27 July
Calne Bike Meet
Calne Town Centre, Calne, Wiltshire
We Say
A sizeable meet of over 5,000 bikes, historic and modern, plus owner’s club stands,
shows, stalls and bands. There’s lots here if you are into veteran, vintage and classic
bikes and you’ll get into many pipe-chugging chats with marque club members. At 5pm
there is a 40-mile ride out to close out the event, taking in the surrounding picturesque
towns and villages of Wiltshire.
Prices: Free
http://www.calnebikemeet.com/
AUGUST
2-4 August
Bennetts British Superbike Championship
Thruxton Motorsport Centre, Thruxton Circuit, Andover, Hampshire, SP11 8PW
The 7th round of the Championship is at the Thruxton circuit in Hampshire. Each
Bennetts BSB event also features a busy timetable of regular support races, including the
Dickies British Supersport Championship, Hel British Motostar Championship, Pirelli
National Superstock 1000 and Pirelli National Superstock 600.
Advance Prices: Weekend: Adults £37, Kids 13-15 £22, Kids under 13 free. Race day
(Monday): Adults £28, Kids 13-15 £17, Kids under 13 free. Gate prices will be higher
http://www.britishsuperbike.com/
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Ride Out Reports
17,000 women support the first ever Women Riders World Relay!
In 2018 Hayley Bell had a great idea to draw the attention of manufacturers to the
number of women riders and help them understand the needs of women in clothing
and bikes. She set about recruiting volunteers to help map out routes in every
country around the world.
The relay started in late February 2019 from John o' Groats and will continue making
its way around the world for about a year – you can follow progress via a live tracker
in the baton that is handed from country to country by the guardians.
In March, four girls from Cornwall and Somerset arrived at my place in Clevedon for
a late lunch, and then I led everyone through the Cotswolds to Leamington Spa to
join day 11 of the relay. Conditions weren’t ideal, with heavy rain and the light
fading when we were only half way, but we were determined to get there.
When we finally arrived, we were too late for the planned restaurant, so instead
ordered in pizza at the hotel bar while we dried out. I don’t think I’ve ever enjoyed a
pizza as much as I did that night, after arriving cold, wet and tired!
The next morning over 60 of us congregated ready for the relay ride. We set off in
smaller groups through the Cotswolds and Oxfordshire towards London. We spent
the afternoon at the Ace Café for the main launch event - my first visit to the Ace, I
loved its style and all the old photos displayed. There was a great atmosphere, and a
range of guest speakers including Elspeth Beard – I won her signed book in the raffle,
so look forward to reading about her round-the-world adventures.
We spent the night in Gillingham, and the next morning headed to the Iwade
Speedway in Kent. Wow, I’ve never ridden in wind like that before! Somehow, we
made it to the Speedway, but sadly it had blown fences down and was deemed
unsafe to open the main track – we were looking forward to having a go at the
speedway, flat tracking and side cars, but will have to save that for another day.
We did have a go on the trials bikes, which was a challenge, and we watched some
local competitions on the smaller track, before finding a slightly more sheltered
route back to the hotel. The new guardians of the baton carried on down to the
Channel Tunnel on Sunday night into France, from where it continued its groundbreaking journey around the world, returning to the UK early next year.
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Monday was the long ride back to Bristol for me, but it was a lovely clear day, and a
great chance to get more familiar with my R6, which I swapped my SV650 for in
January – a good move, I’m loving the Yamaha and looking forward to taking it on the
BAM track day in July.
As the main relay takes a fairly direct route through each country, there will be
‘ripple rides’ happening in every country over the next year, which are chance for
every woman biker in every part of every country to get involved, and I hope to join
in with more of this if I can.
For the organisation of the main relay ride we were all asked our riding skill and
experience level, and I was amazed that there were only 2 or 3 of us out of 60 that
were advanced riders. It would be great to see the numbers increase, and through
my new role as BAM Group Development I look forward to the opportunity to work
on that!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/WomenRidersWorldRelay/about/
https://womenridersworldrelay.com/
Thanks Sue Dobson for a fantastic write up. It looked great!!

Press-Relase_First-Fe
male-Motorbike-Relay-Across-The-World
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Steel Horse Café Ride Out – 7 April 2019
I led a group ride of 20 bikes to the Steel Horse cafe near Abergavenny. We set off on a
mid-morning from a very busy Super Sunday at Kings Oak. The group made rapid
progress around the ring road then peeled off at Hambrook to get on some quiet country
lanes to Aust. There are some real testing country routes round here right on Bristol’s
doorstep. A quick regroup and we were over the original Severn Crossing to Chepstow.
Then followed a rapid ride to Usk and then onto the Steel Horse for 12 O’ clock.
Refreshed with coffee & cake we retraced our steps to Usk, then on the dual carriageway
to Newport keeping the group together. Onto the M4 for a final pull in at Magor services
in the sunshine for our photo opportunity. 90 miles done and back in Bristol for 2 pm.
Many thanks to Ann Travis for great back marking. Great work by everyone marking the
junctions.
Thanks Richard Bentham for the write up
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BAM BIKER DOWN TRAINING 12 APRIL 2019
It was a well-attended course with over twenty participants, with at least, half of
BAMO members.
The workshop was split into three parts: safe scene management, first aid and
helmet removal and the science of being seen. We all left taking new knowledge
with us in one way or another.
Thanks to Alex McLellan for organising with Gloucestershire Fire & Rescue Service to
make this possible.

Thanks to Sam Lam for sending in the write up.
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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BAM Group ride, Sunday 14th April 2019 - ‘The lanes least travelled
Ride Leader – Les Fry.
Having enjoyed many BAM Group rides over the years both here & in Spain, and the
efforts of the organisers in planning and leading them I came to the conclusion that it
was about time I led one myself. The only slight issue, as anyone who knows me well, is
that my sense of direction is hopeless & I don’t do sat navs, so this would need to be a
ride that I knew by heart and therefore close to home. After much planning I eventually
settled on a route that linked 3 of my old Observer loops together and also included local
roads/lanes that many probably wouldn’t have ridden before….so here goes…
Meet was at the underground car park at Aspects Leisure Centre, Longwell Green on a
bright dry morning but a bit on the chilly side at +4 when I left home, it didn’t get much
warmer during the rest of the day! I guess for my 1 st ride I’d have been more than happy
if 10 people turned up but when 24 other bikes arrived I didn’t quite know whether to
feel pleased or slightly daunted. I got to wondering if some had heard of my “directional
weaknesses” and merely turned up on a cold Sunday morning out of idle curiosity!

Anyway, after the customary briefing we were away by 9.20 down to Hicks Gate before
travelling through Saltford and turning right at The Globe roundabout towards Marksbury
before taking the A368 to Chelwood and then off across the Chew Valley & Lake. Just
outside West Harptree turning left up onto the Mendips before turning right opposite the
Castle of Comfort providing an ideal opportunity to, ahem, make some proper progress….
before then turning left and heading towards Cheddar. This is a lovely road which was
compromised slightly by what appeared to be a gymkhana, but provided an early
opportunity to practice restraint, courtesy & arm signals.
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We then dropped down Cheddar Gorge, thankfully avoiding rocks, goats, cyclists and
early enough to avoid too many tourists. Through the village towards Shipham before
taking the road towards Charterhouse, which was new to most people, taking us over top
through some scenic lanes before re-joining the Burrington road. If the Gorge hadn’t
honed your engine braking skills, then another opportunity presented itself down the
“Combe” before arriving at the Burrington Inn for coffee/breakfast.

I often use the Burrington Inn as a coffee stop on Observed rides, but business has
suffered recently due to road closures as result of road works on A368, so when 25
hungry & thirsty bikers walked in I think we made their Sunday morning!
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After being fed & watered it was time to leave which we did so back up the Combe, well
it would have been rude not too, before making the most of the “progress” opportunities
back across the Mendips before crossing the A37 at Emborough. At this point we were
heading in general direction of Trowbridge passing through Chilcomption, Charlton,
Kilmersdon, Faulkland & Norton St Philip before crossing A36 to Farleigh Hungerford &
Bradford on Avon. Whilst this lovely town can sometimes be a traffic bottleneck it was
thankfully fairly quiet, and we quickly
emerged on the road towards Bath which provided some lovely views across the river
valley & City as we dropped towards Batheaston.
A quick leg stretch in Batheaston, overlooking the river, which as many of us reflected on
used to be the main A4 (the road, not the river) before the bypass was built but was now
a quiet backwater, must have done wonders for house prices!
I guess at this point we were less than 10 miles from home, so people seemed surprised
when I mentioned it was another hour from here & it was also that time in a ride where
people start trying the 2nd guess where we’re going/finishing.
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Well on leaving we headed up onto the road towards Colerne which takes you onto the
top with far reaching views and is a lovely motorcycling road which eventually emerges
on the A420 at Ford. A right turn towards Chippenham to enjoy the bends up the hill
before turning left towards Castle Combe. A right turn in Yatton Keynell allowed us to
explore the lanes to Grittleton before emerging in Sherston & heading back to Acton
Turville, then to Tormarton. Here a final twist took us through the village and along the
lanes to emerge again on the A420 at Marshfield presenting the final “swoop” down to
Cold Ashton, Tog Hill & Wick. The ride concluded at the Chiefs Trading Post, Oldland
Common just after 2pm and where many of us took the opportunity to warm up with tea
& cake, very nice it was too.
In all 115 miles on a wide variety of lovely roads with only 2 short bits of dual
carriageway right at the beginning of the ride, great scenery and never far from home.
The marking system worked well without anyone getting lost, so thanks to all for being so
diligent.
Particular thanks to Mike Trembeth for tail ending and I know everyone enjoyed seeing
his new Z900.
Overall my thanks to all who participated certainly making it an enjoyable experience for
me as a 1st timer, and the kind comments received will ensure that I’ll lead this ride again.
Hope to see you then if not before.
Thanks, Les (Editor: It was a fantastic ride out)
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Sunday 28th April 2019, Marlborough ride.
We met up at the Cross Hands Hotel at Old Sodbury. There were twenty-two bikes, one
with a pillion. It was a cool, dry and overcast morning. Call me light-weight; I had the
heated grips on low setting.
We headed for Chippenham via Yatton Keynell and Tiddlywink. It always makes me smile
when going through here. I imagine an annual competition being held at the village hall
during the summer months.
Passed Chippenham, we meandered to Lyneham along the twisty B4069 and headed for
Royal Wootton Bassett.
Touching the edge of the North Wessex Downs, we rode along part of the A4361 and
turned off for Hackpen Hill. As we approached the hill we were greeted by a resplendent
white horse and cyclists. It is one of nine white horse hill figures in Wiltshire. This one is
supposedly cut in 1838 to commemorate the coronation of Queen Victoria.

At the top of the hill we mingled with cyclists in a cycling event that was in full flow. It
put our advanced motorcycling skills to the test along this undulating lane; rolling off the
throttle and riding at the speed of leg-powered cyclists; giving space and overtaking
when safe to do so.
We stopped for the usual full-English and bacon butties fare at St Peter’s Church in
Marlborough. However, teas were served in delicate bone china. I sipped my espresso
gazing from the nave at the stained-glass windows adorning the church.
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On our return, we whizzed past the main sixteen locks on the Kennet and Avon Canal
at Caen Hill in Devizes. There is a total of twenty-nine locks within two miles in that
area.
There was road closure at Melksham to Holt Road. This required some quick
thinking to re-route; not that anyone of us noticed other than seeing the same
display of wisteria from a front garden twice!
We arrived back at the Cross Hands Hotel, punctually at 1:30pm, as anticipated, and
no one got lost. Thanks for a lovely ride to Clare Holloway for leading and Richard
Holloway for being the tail end.
Thanks Sam Lam for the write up.
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SUPER SUNDAY RIDE OUT 5 MAY 2019
Today was a country lane ride to Nympsfield with 20 bikes. Plenty of cyclists & farm
vehicles to contend with. 30 miles, starting round the ring road, up past the memorial
woodlands at Earthcott, Tytherington, Charfield then onto Wotton U Edge. Up the
brilliant hairpins, past Cotswold Edge golf course onto the top A road heading briefly
towards Tetbury then left turn signposted to Nympsfield. Then a lovely fast run in the
sun, NSL, to the gliding club at Nympsfield. Tea & cake then back to Wotton U Edge, then
Kingswood, Wickwar, Cromhall, Rangeworthy, past the FJ owners club and finish at the
Co-op in Winterbourne. Many thanks to Chris for back marking and everyone who
marked each junction so well. One thing that worked well was a strategy of not marking
the ring road junctions near Kings Oak. We all know the route round and each
roundabout has two sets of traffic lights, so we agreed to make our way round to the
Hambrook lights, turn right there & regroup in the area opposite the small brewery. We
would then start the 2nd man drop off system and mark junctions from that point.
Seemed to make progress quicker & smoother round the ring road.
Thank you to Richard Bentham for the write up
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BAM – FOWLER’S BIKE NIGHT 10 MAY 2019
The picture below shows the crew on the BAM stand at Fowler’s bike night. A busy
evening in the sun with music & a wide variety of bikes & riders turning up. 12 members
helped spread the word and 3 people gave their details for Alan to contact for
membership. Well done to Ann and all those who helped with the event.
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Macky D’s with a view

Rideout report Sunday 12 May 2019
I awoke early Sunday with sun streaming thought he windows. Today Tim Coulson was
leading a ride through South Wales based around the Brecon Beacons. I recalled the allday ride he led the previous year that opened me to the joy of the minor roads mid Wales.
I am usually organised but despite my best efforts getting out of the house was delayed
and I arrived at the Services at Magor about 5 minutes after the group left. I knew that Tim
was planning a tea stop at Abergavenny and took a chance at riding straight there up the
A449. Virtually no traffic, no clouds and the greenery of emerging spring made it a joy to
be on two wheels. I arrived at the Bus station and Abergavenny to find hopefully I was
ahead of the ride. Sure, enough within 10 minutes the whole group cruised in, Tim leading
with Sam being back marker. Tim being gracious in excepting my unusual way of joining
the group late agreed the ride report should be mine as a penalty (be warned). Grapping
a quick cup of tea and catching up it was obvious that the run up to the stop had been a
vigorous warm up.
Shortly we set off from the station on the A40 through Crickhowell. Turning off towards
the Tallybont reservoir explored the multiple minor roads that surround this lovely large
still area of water. We were accompanied by multiple groups of cyclists also traversing the
same roads. I have previously run this route but only down one side of tis stretch of water.
I now saw it from every angle as we circumnavigated. Moving South we passed Ponticill
reservoir and entered Merthyr Tydfil. These were the last minor roads encountered for
about the next hour as the ride progressed to criss cross the full extend of the Brecon
Beacon. Not a cloud in the sky, no mists and views that stretched for miles. The challenge
was appreciating the views together with some of the best curvy road riding available. Our
route progressed steadily Westwards via several North and South traverses over the
Brecons. In places our progress was slowed by the sheer number of cars parked at the
various hiking start points. The roads were so narrow at times presenting no opportunity
to pass the inevitable tourist car and caravans. It is amazing how some drivers ever
consider towing such large stuff down such small roads. Still it was a beautiful spring day
and accepting the slow passage waiting for a glimpse of passing was not an issue. We
eventually pulled up the Touratech travel Event Showground at Rheola in the Neath Valley
with the promise of food tents and our midday stop.
Unfortunately, we arrived as the event was closing. This was further marred by news that
the key barrel on Roy’s Triumph was malfunctioning causing the steering lock to engage.
Nightmare!!!
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Whilst Tim and Sam stayed behind, we all nipped down the Macdonalds at the
Cwmgwrach Roundabout, A465. As the weather was lovely most of us sat outside and
began to appreciate the fantastic views to be seen, so unusual for this fast food chain.
There was a separation in food order styles. Those tech savvy using the totally automatic
computer screens and those like me needing manual assistance form very helpful staff.
Eventually Sam and Tim re-joined us for food leaving Roy and a colleague to wait for the
AA.
Lunch break over is was back North East at a pace once again over the minor roads of the
Brecons to deliver us to a tea stop at Sennybridge about 4.00pm. Our route then took us
back towards Crickhowell where we joined increasing traffic on the major road. This did
not last long as our route detoured south onto small rural roads again. We skirted
Abergavenny and continued to move East towards Devauden to finish the ride with the
curly road through to St Arvans. The ride finished at the lay by opposite the Chepstow
racecourse. Checking my mileage, I noted over 200mls which form experience is par for
the course for Tim’s rides.
I never cease to wonder how we can travel so far with such great views and avoid major
roads. This was combined with enough stop time for teas and lunch with plenty of time
catch up with group members. A hard day to beat.
Thank you, Chris Bell, for the write up.
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‘Wiltshire on the Edge' – 19 May 2019
On 19th May 2019 WABAM (Wilts and Bath Advanced Motorcyclists) organised and ran a
sponsored charity ride along with club members from Cheddar Valley and Bristol. The
ride raised an amazing total of £2160 in aid of CLIC Sargent*.
A total of 22 Motorcycles, including three pillions, left the starting point in Chippenham
as two waves 15 minutes apart, each one led by a club National Observer. Each wave
travelled a total of 150 miles in a circular route (covered in two parts) around the
boundaries of WABAM’s RoadSmart defined catchment area. Mid-morning, a ‘comfort
break’ was had at Chopper’s Café near Burbage before setting off once again for
Lechlade, where a stupendous lunch was organised with Chilli and jacket potatoes on
offer followed by some delicious cakes donated by club friends, plus the essential tea
and coffees were served to all participants at Lechlade Memorial Hall.
One member who dressed as a Panda Bear deserves particular praise for his efforts all
round whilst others donned their ride with accoutrements such as cuddly toys; a
Meerkat represented another member who couldn’t make the date but wanted a
representative to help raise funds. These “add-ons” were particularly enjoyed by a
young family who had been supported by CLIC and were helping serve cakes.
Despite the usual gloomy weather forecast, the sun shone brightly for the most part and
consequently a brilliantly organised ride was enjoyed by all. Many thanks to all who
participated and helped to make this such a successful event.
*“CLIC Sargent is the UK's leading cancer charity for children, young people, and their families. They provide
clinical, practical and emotional support to help them cope with cancer and get the most out of life. They give
support from diagnosis onwards and aim to help the whole family deal with the impact of cancer and its
treatment, life after treatment and, in some cases, bereavement.”
Note - CLIC Sargent (Cancer and Leukaemia in Children) Registered charity number 1107328.

Thanks to Sue Dobson for the write up.
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Sunday ride-out to Worcester 19 May 2019
Eighteen solos and two pillions gathered in the car-park of the Cross Hands and
after the statutory group photo and issue of sweets from Clare we left dead on
time.
The route took us down lovely B roads through Acton Turville, Castle Coombe and
on to Sherston passing through lovely open Wiltshire countryside.
We crossed over the Amesbury road on to a lane I'd never noticed before taking
us down into Westonbirt village where we joined the A429 for a short while
before turning left past the absolutely enormous polo pitches and on to cross the
A46 joining the Wotton-under-Edge road. A short blast and then a sharp turn onto
the Nympsfield road. This road has become a favourite of mine since a recent
Sunday ride-out to the glider airfield.
The views on top are stunning but nothing prepared me (and perhaps a few
others) for the views when we took the steep winding lane down to Frocester. The
views of the Severn and the surrounding countryside were absolutely amazing. I
was very envious of the two pillions who no doubt was able to enjoy it without
having to keep both eyes open for the twists and turns down to the A38.
We followed the A38 into Gloucester where there was a short comfort stop at a
"convenient" petrol station. Being advanced riders, we parked away from the
main traffic whilst stretching our legs. It was not long before we were joined by a
gigantic fun-fair lorry which was trying to negotiate the pumps whilst trying to
leave the forecourt. The driver was manfully attempting a thirty-point turn which
nearly wiped out three or four of our bikes but luckily we escaped unscathed and
left on our way through Gloucester. As we left the petrol station a similarly large
lorry came in behind us and no doubt went through the same manoeuvre.
We took the A417 heading towards Worcester turning off into some lovely B
roads, including a detour where diversion signs had disappeared!
Lunch was taken at St. Peter's Garden Centre and suitably refreshed we headed
on through Malvern and over the top through the Wyche Cutting. A high-speed
run took us to the Ross on Wye Services for a quick leg stretch.
The A40 took us to Monmouth where we followed the A466 Wye Valley road to
Tintern and a road closure sign! The diversion back up the side of the valley
through lovely woods ended up at Trellech. From there we followed the road
through Devauden and down to Chepstow. Progress was slow as there seemed to
be the world's population of cyclists riding in inconvenient groups ahead of us.
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We finally lost them and reached the Severn Services where good-byes and thanks to
Richard and Clare were proffered.

Thanks to Mike Fear for the write up
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Ride-out to Haynes Motor Museum 25 May 2019
A prompt start from MacDonald’s Brislington was made with Sam leading his first
ride and Kate tail-end charlie.
We crossed the A4 and went up towards Stockwood and the A37. We headed
through quiet lanes (albeit being used by the Tour de France) through Chew Magna
and round the Lake to West Harptree. We joined the A38 at Churchill and headed
south-west before turning off into some lovely lanes at Lower Weare
We had a coffee stop at the Somerset Levels at Sweets Tea Rooms near Westhay
where again we met the more of the Tour de France peloton, before continuing
across the levels to Glastonbury. We followed some lovely roads through great
countryside before joining the A37 and then the east-bound A303 to the Motor
Museum.
The weather was really warm and sunny and more than a few of us no doubt had a
smile at the west-bound "car-park" full of holiday-makers while we had the road
almost to ourselves.
A very pleasant lunch was taken out-side and then we made ready for our return
home. It was whist getting ready that I noticed a nail in my rear tyre (800 miles old).
Sage advice was to leave it and attend to it at home rather then remove it there!
We headed back to Bruton from where we took splendid lanes to Mere (me being
conscious all the time of my rear tyre) where we had a brief stop. I decided to not
stop for more than a minute before making my own way home. A very kind offer by
one of the riders to follow me was declined but with thanks.
I got home safely but there was a small air-leak when the nail was removed so
another tyre was ordered.
The ride was to continue down the A36, turning into Wellow and from there skirting
Bath to join the A4 and back to Waitrose Keynsham.
Although I was unable to complete the full ride I and no doubt the rest of the riders
thought it was a very well-constructed and led ride by Sam, ably assisted by Kate. I
look forward to his next ride.
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Thanks to Mike Fear for the write up.
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CASTLE COMBE 19 JUNE 2019
150 bikers turned up on a sunny evening at castle Combe. All sorts of bikes, race replica,
custom, classic, cruiser, tourers, retros, we had a great group presence as well to spread
the IAM word. We hope to see you at our BAM Super Sunday events!
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May 2019 Ride to Turkey

The plan was simple, 10 days riding to Göcek on the Mediterranean coast of Turkey, 10
days in and around Göcek and 10 days back. The highlights of the outward trip would be
two days in the Southern Alps and three days meandering down the Adriatic coast of
Croatia, Bosnia, Montenegro and Albania. The weather had other ideas.
This would be my third ride to Göcek where we have had a home since 2003 and were
we have spent the spring and autumn every year since we retired in 2008. Pete Michael
knew what to expect when he agreed to ride with me having been with me on my
second trip in 2014; then we travelled through Germany, Austria, Hungary, Romania and
Bulgaria. It is difficult to maintain IAM riding standards at all times on this length of ride
but Pete, an IAM observer, is polite enough not to comment unless I do.
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Day 1 went to plan. 8:30 am departure from Bristol,
12:50 Euro Tunnel Shuttle and a pre-booked hotel in
Southern Belgium. It turned out that this “Jardin du
Thé” is a Chinese restaurant with rooms rather than a
tea garden so dinner was good. There were a few spots
of rain that evening, and the ground was definitely
damp in the morning, but the heavens opened soon
after we left.
The plan for day 2 was to push on using toll free autoroutes through Luxemburg to
Nancy in France, the N57 (fast dual carriageway) and N66 (some nice bends) to
Mulhouse and Basel, and finally Swiss motorways to Lake Lugarno in Switzerland on the
Italian border. That should have been around 460 miles on mostly motorways or dual
carriageways, quite doable in a day and it would set us up for a couple of days playing in
the Southern Alps. We made it to the junction of the N57 and N66 in France, very cold
and very wet. Pete’s Ruka suit fared a lot better than my gear. I chose a layered approach
to cope with a range of temperatures. This included an over-suit for the worst conditions
and a jacket with an air flow outer and two removable linings. The over-suit did not cope
with the way motorcycle fuel tanks funnel heavy rain towards the front of the seat; the
result was cold, wet and shrivelled private parts. My summer boots are Gore Tex but
they are short, so the over-suit rides up above the tops and alows rain to run down the
legs into the top of my boots. Sealskin socks made life bearable, but that evening water
poured out of one boot when I turned it upside down.
Day 3 started with some delightful bends and attractive villages on the N66 to Mulhouse,
then motorway into and through Switzerland. Swiss motorway vignettes cost 40 Swiss
Francs (£31 in May 2019). Compared with Austria where a 10 day motorcycle vignette
costs €5.30 it is expensive but compared with the Mont Blanc tunnel toll (€31 one way) it
is not. Google estimates the non-motorway option would take 7 hours against 3 hours
using the motorways. Most of this route through Switzerland has spectacular scenery
even if the air was cold on this occasion. Our time playing in the southern Alps started
after a late lunch in an Italian restaurant in Lugarno with the twisting road along the
north side of Lake Lugarno then up the west side of Lake Como. Eventually we dropped
south out of the mountains on to the industrial flat plain around Udine and Trieste. With
hindsight we should have continued further east into Slovenia before turning south but
long rides are always a compromise between finding the most enjoyable biking roads
and making progress. Once clear of Trieste we were onto fast sweeping bends through
the south west corner of Slovenia then the beautiful coastal highway of Croatia. That was
when the weather turned really nasty.
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Late in the morning of our fifth day, on the elevated coastal highway south of Rijeka, the
wind picked up to the point we were fighting to control the bikes. Eventually we turned
off the highway into a coastal resort town and some lunch. Our response to the usual
questions about “where are you from?”, “where are you going?” produced the reply
“You can’t, the road is closed”. One of the restaurant staff called up the Croatian
highway’s web site showing the coastal highway to the south closed to high sided
vehicles and motorcycles. Later they closed it to all vehicles.
We were advised to head inland to the motorway, using the old roads rather than going
back the way we came. I put the first of a list of village names into my satnav and set off.
Approaching the first village, I put in the last name we were given and asked the satnav
to show alternative routes. Two of the three appeared to head back to the coast so we

agreed on the third without looking at it carefully. By now it had started to rain. We
should have stopped when the road started to narrow and head towards a near vertical
cliff. We didn’t, and the road got narrower and steeper, eventually becoming single track
with hairpin bends, vertical drops on one side, no margins and no safety barriers. At least
it was surfaced on the steep part but that changed at the top were it became an unsurfaced track through forest. Then it started snowing. The snow soon turned to rain
again but the track went on for about 10km although it seemed longer. Three times we
stopped to clear fallen tree branches; my greatest fear was that the next obstacle would
be too big to move, and we would be forced to ride back down the very scary cliff road.
Up was bad but the thought of down was frightening. Eventually we made it onto rural
lanes, in heavy rain, and then the village of Fužine, fuel and a welcome early hotel. The
hotel was expecting a group of Harley riders who didn’t make it!
Time was running out because Pete’s partner, Shirley was flying out to meet us in Göcek
and we needed to be there first. We could have used the branch of the motorway which
returns to the coast near Split but the weather was still foul, so we turned towards
Zagreb, Belgrade, Bulgaria and the Turkish border near Edirne. With the exception of a
beautiful gorge south of Niš in Serbia, and the Bulgarian section north of Sofia, this route
is all motorways from Austria to Istanbul. The surprising discovery was the city of Plovdiv
in central Bulgaria. Its smart pedestrian centre, pavement cafes and well-dressed young
people with ‘coffee to go’ would not look out of place in prosperous northern Europe. A
different picture emerges when you look closer at the workmen, and their old trucks
belching black fumes, laying the new pavements. Both satnavs kept guiding us the wrong
way down a one-way-street, so we asked two policemen how to get there. They told us
to go the same route and when we queried this, they laughed and said, “This is Bulgaria”.
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Once into Turkey we turned south west towards Gelibolu (Gallipoli) and the ferry across
the Dardanelles, then down the west coast of Turkey to Göcek in the south west.
Being Turkey, the fare for the ferry crossing was 13TL (£1.70). The 500 miles from the
Bulgarian border to Göcek is nearly all dual carriageway, some of it is fairly straight
except where the central reserve widens to form a roundabout for turning traffic. Other
sections have long sweeping curves through mountainous regions. Most is very lightly
trafficked but in places the new road follows the old through moderately large towns
with heavy traffic, pedestrians and numerous traffic lights. One of the nicest hotels, and
certainly the cheapest hotel (100TL = £13 per family room) was in Akçay on the coast in
north west Turkey opposite the Greek island of Lesvos.
Ten days R&R, a couple of local trips and a few historical sites and it was time to head
back to the UK.
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Our return route crossed from Turkey into Greece and the ‘Egnatia Odos’, named after
the ancient Roman Via Egnatia, which crosses the full width of northern Greece.
The section west of Thessaloniki is both spectacular and quite new; it was near
completion when I rode it in 2010. Passing through the Pindos Mountains there are
some 1650 bridges and 76 tunnels, steep gradients, sweeping bends and signs warning of
bears! I am please that we didn’t meet and bears. We turned north on the even newer
A26 to the Albanian border. Like in Turkey, Bosnia and Montenegro, our European
motorcycle insurance in not valid in Albania. In each case we bought basic third party
insurance at the border. For Turkey it cost 150TL (£20) while in Albania it cost 13€.
My TomTom satnav said the distance to the capital Tirana was 20km less than Pete’s
Garmin said. The difference became apparent when mine directed us off the main E86
past a quarry and through villages with people using horses and carts to carry farm
produce, as well as the inevitable numerous holes in the road. Never the less, the whole
area is beautiful, the people friendly and the hilly landscape provided good riding.
Central Tirana has wide boulevards and attractive buildings. Our hotel in central Tirana
was top international standard and would have been outside our budget in most other
places.
Heading north from Tirana on Sunday morning, through industrial and suburban areas
with significantly more traffic, was less enjoyable. In southern Montenegro we were
stuck in slow moving Sunday traffic until we got clear of the capital, Podgorica. Our plan
was to head inland towards Mostar in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Three lane roads in the UK are generally being changed to two lanes or double white
lines used to discourage drivers playing chicken in the middle lane. Clearly Montenegro
takes a different approach because we rode an extensive stretch of new three lane road.
Then we came to a long stretch where excavation was in progress both sides of the old
road and finally to a long section were the road base was being totally re-constructed.
Many times on this trip we rode on gravel through road works but nowhere else was the
ground so uneven with such big holes. By now it was raining heavily and newly
constructed kerbs on both sides prevented the water escaping. Iin places the water was
deep making it was impossible to see holes in the road, in other places the water was
flowing moderately quickly. Eventually we got back onto paved roads and found a roadside bar where we could escape the rain for a while and drink tea. It was still raining and
cold when we reached the Bosnian border so we changed plan and dropped down to the
Croatian coast at Dubrovnik. This short but steep decent through Bosnia was one of the
most picturesque parts of the whole trip despite the weather.
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Bosnia in the rain
From Dubrovnik we headed up the coast, crossing the narrow coastal part of Bosnia then
back into Croatia, along with countless campervans. Croatia is beautiful but, as a biker, I
enjoyed the roads of rural Slovenia more. And so back into the Alps; first in Slovenia and
then in Austria, Italy and Austria again.

Slovenian Alps
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Austrian Alps
We chose the use the Brenner Pass, which was fine until we approached the highest
section and found the road closed.
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Brenner Pass road closure
A Syrian, wearing the hi-vis vest of a road worker explained, in perfect English, that we
had a choice between joining the Autobahn or riding back 7km and turning east to follow
the road up the other side of the valley through Patsch. We has chosen to avoid the
autobahn in Austria so we did not have a vignette, couldn’t get one easily here and didn’t
want risk a fine. Finding “Patsch” in the satnav was a problem until we saw it written; I
thought he said “Batch”. Although a more minor road, this proved enjoyable and would
not have been much longer had we turned off at the appropriate junction and not has to
retrace part of our route.

Panoramic view from Patsch.
From Patsch we were soon in Innsbruck then climbed out of the Inn valley and
descended in Garmisch-Partenkirchen. A little north of Garmish we joined the German
Autobahn system and headed for home via Luxemburg. That night we stopped in
Günzburg in Bavaria and the following morning, Thursday, we had 500 miles to go to the
Channel Tunnel near Calais.
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The weather was fine but heavy rain and thunder storms were forecast for Friday, so we
chose to push on and sleep in our own beds that night. We got into Bristol at 2am on
Friday morning having ridden 700 miles since 8:30 am on Thursday.
In some ways this trip was a quest to see if I still had the energy for such a long ride as I
approached my 70th birthday. The decision to ride 700 miles on the last day of a 5600mile trip was predicated on the weather forecast. However, a need to prove I could still
do what I did when younger was a significant motivational force to continue when it
might have been sensible to stop.
Weather conditions made this trip harder than it anticipated but there were some
excellent motorcycle roads, great scenery and places neither of us had visited before.
Route planning on long rides is always a compromise between finding the technically
challenging twisty roads and making progress. Weather and other external factors
caused us to use more motorways than we planned but, apart from the UK and northern
Europe, most were lightly trafficked, and many passed through delightful scenery. Poor
route planning in Croatia on the way south and road works elsewhere forced us onto
unpaved surfaces, which we coped with but did not choose. Who knows whether either
of us will do a similar length trip in the future.

One of several off-road detours around roadworks

Thanks to Les Davison for this great, and interesting, write up
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TWO BIKE TRAILER FOR USE
Two bike trailer (plated weight of 750 kg) available for BAM members use short
term that are already MAG members for a nominal donation to MAG. If you are
not a member of MAG currently, then your only cost will be to join MAG. BAM and
MAG membership cards must be shown.
For longer use, such as a holiday, then a more substantial donation can be
negotiated for MAG members. Ideal if a partner does not wish to do the more
substantial mileage of a distant riding holiday.
Better my trailer is being used for a good cause, than just sitting on my drive.
Please contact Gordon Williams on 01454 317135, or by email to
gjw.williams@btinternet.com
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BAM EVENTS DIARY
JULY 2019
SUNDAY

BAM SUPER SUNDAY – OBSERVED RIDE

7
WEDNESDAY

10

SUNDAY

14

SUNDAY

21
SUNDAY

28

BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL
BAM Social Media Committee member, Steve Godfrey, talking
about the BAM communication system, SLACK

BAM RIDE OUT
Nick Travis - Stourhead

BAM RIDE OUT
Nick Travis – Pre-1900 vintage bike run

BAM RIDE OUT
Mike Collingwood - Route TBC

AUGUST 2019
SUNDAY

BAM SUPER SUNDAY – OBSERVED RIDE

4
SATURDAY

10

BAM TREASURE HUNT/SCATTER RALLY
Al Budden/Simon Whitelock – Details in Chain Link Issue 62
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BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL
WEDNESDAY

Speaker TBC – Bike Maintenance

14
SATURDAY/
SUNDAY

BAM RIDE OUT
Ride Leader and Route TBC

17/18
SATURDAY

24

ASSOCIATE RIDE OUT
Geoff Abraham & Heidi Limbert – AV8 Restaurant, Cotswold
Airport, Cirencester http://www.cotswoldairport.com/av8

SEPTEMBER 2019
SUNDAY

BAM SUPER SUNDAY – OBSERVED RIDE

1
SATURDAY/
SUNDAY

7/8
WEDNESDAY

11
SUNDAY

15
SATURDAY

21

BAM RIDE OUT – FULL DAY
Sam Lam - Route TBC (Could change to Sunday 8th
September. We’ll keep you posted with enough notice)
BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL
Dave Fletcher and his travels

BAM RIDE OUT – FULL DAY
Tim Coulson - Route TBC

BAM RIDE OUT – HALF DAY
Tim Wrighton - Route TBC
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OCTOBER 2019
SUNDAY

BAM SUPER SUNDAY – OBSERVED RIDE

6
WEDNESDAY

9

BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL
Speaker TBC

SATURDAY/
SUNDAY

BAM RIDE OUT
Ride Leader and Route TBC

12/13
SATURDAY/
SUNDAY

BAM RIDE OUT
Ride Leader and Route TBC

19/20
SATURDAY

26
SUNDAY

27

ASSOCIATE RIDE OUT
Geoff Abraham & Heidi Limbert - Route TBC

Daylight Saving Time ends
Clocks go back. Will UK decide to end daylight saving in
2021?

NOVEMBER 2019
SUNDAY

BAM SUPER SUNDAY – OBSERVED RIDE

3
WEDNESDAY

13

BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL
Speaker TBC
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DECEMBER 2019
SUNDAY

BAM SUPER SUNDAY – OBSERVED RIDE

1
WEDNESDAY

11

BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL
Speaker TBC

JANUARY 2020 – Happy New Year
BAM Group – No meetings in January 2020

FEBRUARY 2020
SUNDAY

BAM SUPER SUNDAY – OBSERVED RIDE

5
WEDNESDAY

8

BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL
Speaker TBC

The road safety team have been kindly
sponsoring our new under 30s members
during the past couple of years by
refunding the IAM RoadSmart Advanced
Rider course fee upon a successful pass
of the IAM RoadSmart test.
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How Can Track Tiding Improve my Road Riding?
Presentation made by Ian Soilleux ACU Training & Development Coach
Ian started racing in 1993 on a TZR125, which was home tuned – and poorly prepared! In
1995, with some insurance money, he bought a Honda RS125 and in 1997 he came third
in the EMRA 125 Championship. In 1997 – Yamaha FZR400SP Derby Pheonix – 90hp 400;
The bike was fast but expensive to run. By 1998/9 Ian owned several Kawasaki KR1S as
he thought a 90hp 400 was unreliable…
This was the start of his ‘Senior’ teammate roles, helping Dan Hegarty in the KR1 Cup.
He worked in Spain during 2000-01, and within five weeks of returning to the UK he got
hit by an uninsured driver.
2003-10 – raced ZX6, SV650, 748/749 (Lougi Moto) – Moved to testing and bike set-up.
ACU start CTC (classroom sessions for newcomers)
2013 – Another TRX850 and a ‘99 Fireblade (was my brother’s immaculate 10k road bike)
2014 – BMCRC Thunderbike Sport & Extreme classes
ACU start on track assessments
2015 – Manx GP 10th in Lightweight Newcomers – ER6 I’d never seen before… never
roads raced either!
Won 4hr Endurance race at Jurby – Twins class
2016 – Instructed and Mentored Dan Singleton to BMCRC Rookie Minitwin
Championship
2018 – Mentored Dan Singleton to BMCRC Minitwin Championship
2019 – No Limits Endurance, Round 1 – 2nd Twin and 1st Solo bike. Not quite the plan but
with 2 crashed bikes in testing/qualifying you have to be flexible. His team mates were
two of his 2018 rookies (they were 1st and 2nd in the Rookie Minitwin Championship)
How did I get to BAM?
It was to do with a bet with a mate for a pint. He still hasn’t claimed the pint…
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But how can this help me?
I P S G A
The following is a lighthearted but reflective look at how the IAM concept of IPSGA can
be applied to track riding and how it can help you on the road. I’ve included a couple of
images and YouTube links (thank you to those responsible) to some interesting videos for
those who wish to expand their minds. The basics principles are the same, but you might
want to think twice before you give it a go.
Information
Information gathering starts from the moment you decide to do a trackday:
• Be honest in your goals and ability
• Look at the circuit map, note the number of medics, the quality of the surface
• Be happy with your bike – service and check it like any other ride - Sunday
best…
• Look at the people you will ride with
Out on Track:
• Look where you want to go
• Check conditions
• Feel the bike
• How quick are your Sundays?
• Eat, sleep, rave, repeat!!!
Position
Where’s the bike:
• It’s one way traffic (with no cars)
• You’ve paid for it all so don’t be afraid to use it ☺
• Riding for smoothness and efficiency – brings speed and longevity
• On the way into a corner it’s away from the vanishing point – then chase it
• Bikes don’t like kerbs or white lines
What are you up to:
• You don’t have to hang off like Casey… but it keeps the bike away from the line
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•
•
•
•

Build a solid foundation with your legs and core
Soft shoulders and hands – don’t fight the bike
Be positive with your commands
Eat, sleep, rave, repeat!!!

Speed
How fast should I go:
• You are responsible for your ride at all times
• Trackdays and test days are for how fast you want to go…
How fast can I go:
• Racedays are for how fast you can go.

• If you are smooth and firm with the bike you can ride fast all day.
• Shaun/Tim/Jim look away - https://youtu.be/JeajXnudrCA
How do I do go that fast:
• Plan, be smooth and firm, manage risk - https://youtu.be/ps12mz_i3-0
• You can overlap the controls
• Break the rules if you are fast like Freddie - https://youtu.be/yVqQnRrvask
Gear
What should I wear:
• Normally you need fully zipped together leathers, leather gloves and boots
• A good helmet that fits… If this needs explaining you’ve picked up the wrong
magazine
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When should I change down:
• Shaun/Tim/Jim close your ears now…
• You might be changing down a bit before your planned speed is reached
• It might skid or chatter a bit
• But some rear brake or not fully releasing the clutch will help https://youtu.be/P4A91t2RQKg
How do I do go that fast:
• Plan, be smooth and firm, manage risk
• You can overlap the controls
Acceleration
How and when can I accelerate:
• Once you have apexed the corner you can start to balance then drive the bike
• Only use maximum throttle when you are almost vertical
• Opposite to using the brakes…
• But you can trade entry for exit and vice-versa
How can it go wrong:
• Lowside – Good
• Too fast - Bad
• Highside – Ugly
So how does that help me?
Practice makes perfect:
• None of this is normal behavior – even the ride to work in the morning
• Get out on your bike and try something new. Could be practicing countersteering, could be a trackday…
• Be self-aware
• IAM riding style similar to ‘wet weather’ race style
Build margin:
• When you watch Rossi he is at work – you probably won’t be until tomorrow
• If you know more about yours and the bike’s capabilities you have a bigger
safety bubble
• Make the bike yours: Adjust the controls
• Become leaner and stronger – commute at 50%, train at 70% & Sprint at 95%
Learn to relax:
• Let every day be a Sunday - https://youtu.be/OYaSG_IoAXk
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Further Sources:
My Dad:
• I might have fibbed when I said it started with a bet for a beer – my IAM journey
did
• In the 70/80s he was an RAC/ACU Instructor Examiner
• Scored top marks on the National Rally (on an MZ) – relentless concentration
required
• Still has a copy of Roadcraft on his bookshelf
Publications:
• Twist of the Wrist – V1 and V2
• MotoVudu – YouTube series by Simon Crafar (the bloke who interviews MotoGP
and a 500cc GP winner)
• School of hard knocks – life skills manual
• Anything the IAM recommends
Courses:
• ACU CTC/Race School – most clubs run one, BMCRC helped the ACU develop it.

A final thank you to Michael Rutter and the good people who uploaded the YouTube
videos
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BAM CLUB CONTACTS
BAM Committee
Chair
Vice Chair
Chief Observer

Tim Wrighton
Geoff Abraham
Jim Caola

Deputy Chief
Observer/Associates
Co-ordinator
Associate Liaison
Secretary
Treasurer
Group Membership

Pat McManus

PTA and Test Co-ordinator
Group Rides Co-ordinator
Chain Link Editor
Green Team Leader
Events Co-ordinator

Mike Trembeth
Nick Travis
Tony Batty
Clare Holloway
Ann Travis/Richard
Bentham
Jenny Wills

Social Events Co-ordinator
BAM Committee Mailbox

Mel Rowbottom
Steve Thomas
Alan Davis

chair@bam-members.org.uk
vicechair@bam-members.org.uk
chiefobserver@bammembers.org.uk
chiefobserver@bammembers.org.uk

secretary@bam-members.org.uk
treasurer@bam-members.org.uk
membership@bammembers.org.uk
pta@bam-members.org.uk
rides@bam-members.org.uk
editor@bam-members.org.uk
Greenteam@bam-members.org.uk
events@bam-members.org.uk
TBC
committee@bam-members.org.uk

Special Roles
Group Development
Publicity/Advertising
Social Media/Slack App
BAM Webmaster

Sue Dobson
Tony Batty
Steve Godfrey
David harper

BAM CLUB NIGHTS
Coalpit Heath Village Hall
214 Badminton Road, Bristol BS36 2QB
Arrive from 7.30pm

TBC
editor@bam-members.org.uk
socialmedia@bam-members.org.uk
david.harper@westernaspect.com

SUPER SUNDAYS
Kings Oak Academy
Brook Road, Kingswood Bristol BS15 4JT
Arrive between 9-9.15am

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ABOVE EVENTS WILL BE POSTED ON THE BAM FORUM, SOCIAL
MEDIA AND EMAILS WILL BE SENT TO CLUB MEMBERS – IDEAS FOR SPEAKERS ALWAYS
WELCOMED
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Kessi Kapers
Wow is it that time again to put my puddy paws to the keyboard and tell you all about
my biking exploits.
Firstly I’d like to say hello to @IAMRS_Teddy who I have been
having the occasional chat with on twitter, seems like he is getting
to travel around more than me !
Although I did make a
special birthday trip to
collect my specially made
www.urban-glow.com hi viz, a big fluffy hug to
the ladies who made it a perfect fit and I have
been
able to try it out on a few rides since.
This included the memorial ride for one of our
BAM buddies John Crawford,
when lots of us followed one of his favourite trips
he used to lead to Stourhead national trust.
Perfect day !
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I’ve also been able to
support the club on their
monthly super Sundays
which invite riders along
for a free assessed ride
and introduction to the
IAM RoadSmart advanced
rider course. Keep an eye
out on their twitter site for
special offers throughout the summer months.

I’m part of the BAM Shop team with plenty
of goodies in the form
of polo shirts, useful books, think bike
stickers, highway codes
(when did you last read your copy ?)
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We are getting a great turn
out every month of
newbies and test passes
and observers and my
puddy paws can’t write fast
enough with all the clothing
orders coming in, so
thankyou to my helpers on
the stand, but don’t forget
if you can’t make it then
just send in an order request for a polo shirt or a hi viz or a book to me via
BAMshop@bam-members.org.uk and I will get it sorted for you.

In addition to the ride outs, and shopping, I have also had a sneak preview of the BAM
weekend away in a month or so and had great fun finding a route that had the obligatory
tea and cake stops, nice views, cracking roads and of course evening hospitality followed
by a comfy bed before repeating it all the next day.... it’s a hard life being a biking
muppet. Here are a few things to expect .....
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The only down side was a diversion on our last trip out that meant a very loooooooong
20+ mile wiggly triangle loop instead of a little 4 miles we wanted to travel – unhappy
squeak as a numb bum !
There was one good thing
from it though as it meant
Mel put enough miles on the
clock to generate a magic
number ☺

We have also started the monthly Bristol Bike
nights so you can catch us on the first Friday of
every month at Fowlers motorcycles from 5:30
– approx 8:30pm. Always something to see,
buy, eat, chat to on other stands etc so see
you there. I’m also looking forward to my
annual trip to the August Bike Show in Corn
street on August 17th which will come round
very quick. It gives me chance to try out lots of
different bikes and chat to lots of potential
new club members so please do drop by at any of the events. We are usually sharing
space with our volunteer friends from Freewheelers EVS for whom John Crawford’s
memorial ride raised funds for.
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There’s more.......
May 4th saw the annual IFRD – international female riders day, and approx 40 bikes set
of from Helmet City in Cheddar for a scenic route into Riders at Bristol where they were
welcomed with tea and cake and a great raffle – well done to the winners, and
congratulations to the organisers with over £200 being raised for breast cancer
research. I spotted a few of our BAM members there and was let loose on the Iron
Maidens racing bike.....mmm quite fancy a go at this Squeak !!
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What’s next ?
Super Sunday on July 7th when I will be selling goodies and meeting lots of new friends
again, then will aim to get out and about at the Bristol, Weston, Burnham bike nights, oh
yes and squeeze in spin or two around Mallory Park on an IAM Skills Day in July, go to
the social evening talks at Coalpit heath, join in a few BAM ride outs or mid week socials
and somewhere in between have a rest !
Enjoy your own biking experiences and stay safe and if you find any great tea stops let
me know.....

Kessi
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Be the best that you can be
Become an Advanced rider

Visit the Bristol Advanced Motorcyclists website
www.bamo.org.uk
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